
 

 

 

 
Abstract

Journalism is going through a period of serious crisis. We are facing a double reality. One related to the new technologies and the

other related to the economical crisis Lack of financing, very poor working conditions, great competitivity on one hand, and the

incoming more and more frequent of new technologic methods, blogs, social sites, and new form of understanding the reality.

These two aspects are presenting so many different problems to the communication media, that it has become necessary to revise

the treatment of subjects intrinsically related to journalism such as authors rights and freedom of press and where information has

lost its own value and gone to lack of credibility caused by the superabundance of information through the new technological

instruments. Therefore we are facing a great dilemma. Although the excess of information, we do not have more information or

what is the same, we are not more informed. We have quantity, but we do no have quality. What are we allowed to publish?. What

should be known so it will not damage the social welfare or the national security?. Is there free of information though the apparent

not control in internet?.
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